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We argue that long optical storage times are required to establish entanglement at high rates over
large distances using memory-based quantum repeaters. Triggered by this conclusion, we investigate
the 795.325 nm 3H6 ↔ 3H4 transition of Tm:Y3Ga5O12 (Tm:YGG). Most importantly, we find that
the optical coherence time can reach 1.1 ms, and, using laser pulses, we demonstrate optical storage
based on the atomic frequency comb protocol during up to 100 µs as well as a memory decay time
Tm of 13.1 µs. Possibilities of how to narrow the gap between the measured value of Tm and
its maximum of 275 µs are discussed. In addition, we demonstrate multiplexed storage, including
with feed-forward selection, shifting and filtering of spectral modes, as well as quantum state storage
using members of non-classical photon pairs. Our results show the potential of Tm:YGG for creating
multiplexed quantum memories with long optical storage times, and open the path to repeater-based
quantum networks with high entanglement distribution rates.

The future quantum internet [1, 2] will enable one to
share entanglement and hence quantum information over
large distances – ultimately between any two points on
earth. To overcome attenuation in optical fibers, quan-
tum repeaters are needed [3–7], many of which require
quantum memories for light [8]. Such memories allow
storing qubits, encoded into photons that have travelled
over long distances, until feed-forward information be-
comes available. This information specifies which optical
mode—including spectral, spatial and temporal modes—
a qubit should occupy once it has been re-emitted from
the memory. Note that the required mode assignment
(or mode mapping operation) can happen in a memory-
internal manner, e.g. by controlling when a photon is
re-emitted (aka read-out on demand) [4, 9–11], or exter-
nally, e.g. by directing the emitted photon to a specific
spatial mode [12] or by shifting its spectrum [6].

To maximize the entanglement distribution rate of a
quantum repeater, qubits must be added continuously to
the memory – not only once a previously stored qubit
has been re-emitted but also while it is still being stored.
Such multiplexed storage implies (a) the use of large en-
sembles of absorbers that enable bi-partite entanglement
with many photonic qubits; and (b) that any memory-
specific control operation, triggered by the absorption of
a newly arriving qubit, must neither affect re-emission
nor the possibility for mode mapping of a previously ab-
sorbed qubit. Stated differently, any control operation
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required after absorption of a qubit or a train of qubits
must not introduce deadtime that prevents the memory
from accepting additional qubits. This would cause a re-
duction of the memory’s time-bandwidth product [13, 14]
and, when used as an element of a quantum repeater, a
reduction in the entanglement distribution rate (see the
supplemental material for an example).

Unfortunately, the latter requirement of qubit indepen-
dence (b) can be at odds with a high repetition rate. As
we show below, one example is that of temporal multi-
plexing and read-out on demand in the so-called atomic
frequency comb (AFC) quantum memory protocol, which
requires one to temporarily map qubit states between
optical and spin coherence [15]. This leads us to con-
clude that it is important to optimize the optical storage
time, i.e. the time during which qubits are stored as
optical coherence, which can be excited using visible or
near infrared light. It is important to realize that this
conclusion also holds in the case of purely optical stor-
age (no spin mapping), and regardless of the degree of
freedom used for multiplexing. Triggered by this find-
ing, we investigate thulium-doped yttrium gallium garnet
(Tm3+:Y3Ga5O12 or Tm:YGG) – a rare-earth-ion doped
crystal (REIC) whose promising spectroscopic properties
have been demonstrated previously [16, 17], but whose
potential for storing photonic qubits has not yet been
established. Here we show that its optical coherence
time T2 can reach 1.1 ms, which is one of the longest
times reported for any REIC [18, 19]. Motivated by this
promising result, we investigate Tm:YGG for AFC-based
memory, and demonstrate optical storage of laser pulses
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up to 100 µs. This is comparable with recent results
obtained using Yb:Y2SiO5 [20] and Eu:Y2SiO5 [21], and
exceeds all other reported results of storage of light in op-
tical coherence with any REIC by at least a factor of 10.
However, we also find that the memory decay time Tm
of around 13 µs is 20 times smaller than the T2-imposed
maximum of 275 µs. Before addressing reasons for this
large gap, we confirm the possibility for spectrally mul-
tiplexed storage and feed-forward-based spectral mode
mapping [6], which allows using memory materials—
including Tm-doped crystals—whose atomic level struc-
ture lacks the spin states required for memory-internal
temporal mode mapping. Furthermore, we also show
that quantum correlations between members of photon
pairs persist throughout storage, i.e. that our memory
can operate in the quantum regime. We conclude by
mentioning reasons for the currently small memory effi-
ciency, leaving more details to the supplemental material
which includes references [22, 23].

The need for long optical storage – To support our
claim that qubit independence can be at odds with a
high repetition rate, let us discuss the example of tem-
poral mode mapping using the AFC spin-wave memory
in REICs [11]. As depicted in Fig. 1a, a pair of op-
tical control pulses (π-pulses that resonantly couple the
excited state |e〉 with a ground state |s〉) allows one to
reversibly map optical coherence onto a spin transition.
In this case, the timing of the second control pulse de-
termines when the photons will be re-emitted from the
memory, allowing for readout on demand.

Let us now assume that a first train, R1, of tempo-
rally multiplexed qubits has already been absorbed by
the memory, that the first control pulse has been applied,
and that a second train, R2, of qubits has just been added
to the memory (Figs. 1b-d). At this point, R1 is stored
in terms of spin coherence, and R2 in terms of optical
coherence. Unfortunately, the subsequent control pulse,
applied to the memory with the goal to map R2 onto
spin coherence, simultaneously maps R1 back onto opti-
cal coherence. This causes re-emission of these qubits at
a time that is determined by the need to transfer the sec-
ond train, rather than by feed-forward information that
specifies what to do with the first.

Fortunately, this problem can be avoided by storing
only one train at a time. But in order to maximize the
repetition rate of the repeater (or to minimize the mem-
ory’s deadtime), this block, and hence the time during
which qubits are stored in optical coherence, should be
as long as possible – ideally as long as the total storage
time. At the same time, long optical storage times al-
low maximizing the elementary link length in quantum
repeater architectures that do not employ mapping be-
tween optical and spin coherence. In turn, this leads to
higher entanglement distribution rates as it reduces the
number of (currently inefficient) Bell-state measurements
that are required to connect neighboring links [6].

Tm:YGG and experimental setup – Due to their unique
spectroscopic properties [24], REICs have been broadly
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FIG. 1. Recall on demand using the AFC spin-wave
storage protocol. a. Pulse sequence. b - e. Memory input
and output, as well as atomic coherence (indicated by light
blue and green figures of eight) for different moments during
storage (see text for details). Trains of qubits are labelled
R1-R4; CP: Control Pulse. A three-level lambda system is
formed by spin states |g〉 and |s〉, and by excited state |e〉.

explored over the last two decades for quantum technol-
ogy [25, 26], e.g. as ensemble-based quantum memory for
light [8, 27, 28] or for quantum processing [29, 30]. But
while significant effort has been spent to increase storage
times in spin coherence [31–34]), much less work has been
devoted to advancing and better understanding the lim-
itations of storage in optical coherence. To address this
shortcoming, we use a 25-mm long, 1% Tm:YGG crystal,
mounted inside an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator
cooled to ∼500 mK. YGG forms a cubic lattice in which
Tm3+ replaces Y3+ in six crystallographically equivalent
sites of local D2 point group symmetry [35]. An ideal
Tm:YGG crystal is optically isotropic. Magnetic fields
up to 2 T can be applied along the crystal < 111 >
axis, splitting all electronic levels through the enhanced
Zeeman interaction into two hyperfine sub-levels [17, 36].
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup. AOM: acousto-optic mod-
ulator; PM: phase modulator; OS: optical switch; EOM:
electro-optic modulator; PD: Classical photo detector; SPD:
Single photon detector; CCD: charge-coupled device camera;
B : Magnetic field. Inset: Simplified energy level diagram of
Tm:YGG showing the 3H6 ↔3H4 zero-phonon line.
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FIG. 3. Optical coherence, and optical data storage in
a single spectral mode. a. Exponential decay of the two-
pulse photon echo signal as a function of the delay between
the two optical pulses. b. Optical coherence time T2 as a
function of magnetic field. The dashed line guides the eye.
c. AFC of 1 MHz bandwidth tailored for 5 µs storage time.
The calculated efficiency, η, is approximately 1%.d. Measured
memory efficiency as a function of storage time using AFCs
with finesse 2. In all measurements T∼500 mk. The error
bars in (a) and (d) are smaller than the data points.

Fig. 2 (Inset) depicts a simplified level structure.

We use a tunable continuous-wave diode laser at
795.325 nm wavelength to address the 3H6 ↔3H4 zero-
phonon line. Due to the use of a non polarization-
maintaining fiber, the polarization state at the input of
the crystal is unknown. Furthermore, it evolves inside
the crystal due to birefringence stemming from imperfect
crystal growth [16]. The laser is frequency-locked to a
high finesse cavity using the Pound-Drever-Hall method,
resulting in an instability over ∼100 µs below 20 kHz.
To intensity- and frequency-modulate the light, we use
a single-pass acousto-optic modulator (AOM) (driven by
an RF signal generator) and a phase modulator (PM)
(driven by an arbitrary waveform generator). After pass-
ing through the crystal’s < 110 > direction, the light is
directed to a photo-detector. This setup is used for AFC
creation (see also [37]), initial memory characterization,
and storage of optical pulses in a single spectral mode.
For frequency-multiplexed storage and feed-forward re-
call, additional phase modulators are used to add fre-
quency side-bands to the laser light, each of which cre-
ates a memory in a different spectral segment, and to
frequency shift the light after re-emission so that only
the desired spectral mode passes through an optical fil-
ter cavity [6]. In addition to laser pulse, we can also send
heralded single photons into the memory, see Fig. 2.

Measurements and results – First, as a key property
that determines the maximum optical storage time, we
characterized the optical coherence time T2 as a function
of magnetic field using 2-pulse photon echoes [38]. As

an important difference compared to our previous stud-
ies [16, 17], the temperature was lowered from 1.2 K to
500 mK. As shown in Figs. 3a,b and predicted earlier
[16], this resulted in a very significant improvement of
the coherence time from 490 µs to around 1.1 ms – one
of the longest reported optical coherence times for any
rare-earth crystal and approaching the limit of 2.6 ms
imposed by the 3H4 population lifetime [17]).

Next, we investigated the possibility for optical data
storage, both using laser pulses as well as quantum states
of light. Towards this end, we employed the two-level
atomic frequency comb protocol [15]. An AFC is char-
acterized by an absorption profile composed of evenly-
spaced teeth in the frequency domain, which can be cre-
ated using frequency-selective optical pumping of pop-
ulation from the troughs of the AFC to other atomic
levels. Note that Tm:YGG is well suited for this task
due to long-lived hyperfine levels within the electronic
ground state manifold [17]. Absorption of a photon
with wavenumber k by an AFC results in the creation
of a collective atomic excitation described by |ψ〉A =

N−1/2
∑N
j=1 cje

i2πδjte−ikzj |ej〉. Here, N is the number of

ions in the AFC, |ej〉 a state in which only ion j is excited,
δj the detuning of this ions transition with respect to the
input photons carrier frequency, and zj and cj its posi-
tion and excitation probability amplitude, respectively.
After initial dephasing, the coherence rephases, result-
ing in re-emission of the photon after a time τ that is
determined by the inverse AFC tooth spacing ∆, where
τ = 1/∆. See [15, 21] for more details. An example of
an Tm:YGG AFC is depicted in Fig. 3c.

a) Long-lived storage of laser pulses – Given the re-
markable optical coherence time, it is important to assess
how the memory efficiency evolves with storage time. To
this end, we used 1 µs-long laser pulses (note that the
use of true single photons would not change the results),
and created AFCs with finesse F—the ratio between AFC
peak spacing ∆ and peak width δ—of 2. See [6, 37] for
more information. Tooth spacings varied between 100
kHz and 10 kHz, corresponding to storage times between
10 and 100 µs, respectively. The choice of F=2 maximizes
the storage efficiency (see section 2B in the supplemental
material which includes references [39, 40]), which was
limited due to the crystal’s small optical depth of around
1. The AFC bandwidth for all storage times was 0.5 MHz
except for 100 µs, where it was reduced to 0.2 MHz.
Due to the need for highly resolved AFCs with narrow-
linewidth teeth, their preparation took 1 s. This time
was followed by a waiting time of 20 ms —approximately
15 times the radiative lifetime of the 3H4 level— to avoid
detecting spurious photons caused by spontaneous decay
of ions excited during the AFC preparation. The mag-
netic field in all measurements was around 100 G, which
maximizes the optical coherence time.

We detected re-emitted pulses after up to 100 µs and
found that the memory storage efficiency decreases ex-
ponentially as a function of storage time with a decay
constant Tm =13.1±0.8 µs (see Fig. 3d). This value is
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much smaller than the ultimate limit Tmaxm imposed by
T2 of around 275 µs. Possible reasons are listed in the
outlook and detailed the supplemental material which in-
cludes references [20, 41–43].

b) Frequency-multiplexed storage with feed-forward
mode mapping – To demonstrate spectral multiplexing,
we prepared 11 AFCs with F=2, each of 1 MHz band-
width and spaced by 10 MHz, over a total bandwidth of
100 MHz. Laser pulses of 1 µs duration were created in
each spectral mode. They were stored and recalled after
5 µs (see Fig. 4a). Note that the individual modes were
resolved by changing the resonance frequency of the fil-
tering cavity (see Fig. 2). Assuming that five subsequent
pulses—each of 1 µs duration—fit into the storage time,
this results in a multi-mode capacity over spectral and
temporal degrees of freedom of 55. Note that the storage
time—significantly less than our maximum of 100 µs in
this and all subsequent measurements—was limited by a
trade-off between a more complex AFC tailoring proce-
dure and memory efficiency. Otherwise, all parameters
used to create the AFCs remained unchanged.

To implement feed-forward mode mapping, imposed
by the use of a multiplexed memory in a quantum re-
peater, we furthermore demonstrated spectral shifting
of the recalled laser pulses such that only the desired
spectral mode was subsequently transmitted through a
filter cavity with a fixed resonance frequency. Our ap-
proach, which is further explained in the supplemental
material (which includes references [44–52]) and in [6], is
equivalent to the more well-known case of temporal mul-
tiplexing, in which one has to retrieve photons in specific
temporal modes. Since the mode mapping in our case
is performed in the frequency domain, the storage time
of the memory is fixed; it corresponds to the round-trip
time from the end of an elementary link to its center and
back. The results of our proof-of-principle demonstration
are depicted in Fig. 4b.

For these measurements, the internal storage efficiency
(calculated by comparing the energies of input and re-
emitted pulses and after considering coupling loss) was
around 1.3%. Note that number of spectral channels
can easily be increased with more laser power, allow-
ing for paralleled AFC generation. Given the inhomoge-
neous broadening of the 3H6↔3H4 transition of 56 GHz,
this could in principle yield thousands of spectral modes.
Furthermore, increasing the storage time by an order of
magnitude—still much less then Tmaxm —would improve
the multi-mode capacity by another factor of ten.

c) Storage of heralded single photons – Finally, we veri-
fied that Tm:YGG, together with the two-level AFC pro-
tocol, is suitable for quantum state storage. As described
in detail in [53], we created pairs of quantum-correlated
photons at 795 and 1532 nm wavelength by means of
spontaneous parametric down-conversion of strong laser
pulses in a periodically-poled LiNbO3 crystal. The de-
tection of a 1532 nm photon using a superconducting
nanowire single-photon detector heralded the presence of
a 795 nm photon, which was directed into, stored in, and
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FIG. 4. Storage of data in multiple spectral modes. a.
Spectrally-multiplexed AFC quantum memory used to simul-
taneously store optical pulses in 11 spectral modes for 5 µs. b.
Feed-forward mapping of spectral modes onto one with zero
detuning. Laser pulses in three spectral modes were stored
and re-emitted after 5 µs. Frequency shifting using phase
modulator PM3 allowed mapping any desired mode onto one
with zero detuning. Only this mode was transmitted through
the filter cavity. The re-emitted pulses are magnified by a
factor of 2, and crosstalk is indicated using dotted circles.

released after 43 ns from the Tm:YGG memory. Note
that the memory creation procedure remained unchanged
except that the AFC bandwidth was increased to 4 GHz
to better match the photon bandwidth, and that the
magnetic field was increased to 3 kG to match the differ-
ence in ground and excited state level splitting with the
spacing between a trough and the neighboring tooth in
the AFC [39]. The latter also increased the persistence of
the AFC, allowing us to repeat the preparation sequence
only every 10 s. Together with the preparation time of
1 s, this resulted in a memory availability of around 90%.
The photons were then detected using a single-photon
detector based on a silicon avalanche photodiode. The
system efficiency, assessed by comparing photon detec-
tion rates with and without memory was 0.05%. Taking
15% fiber coupling into account, this yields an internal
storage efficiency of 0.35%.

To verify that the non-classical correlations with the
1532 nm photons persist throughout the storage process,
we measured the 2nd order cross-correlation coefficient
g
(2)
12 (t) between the two photons of a pair using time-

resolved coincidence detection [37]. Before storage, we

found g
(2)
12 (0ns)= 18±0.02 and, importantly, after 43 ns

storage g
(2)
12 (43ns)= 4.58±0.46 (this value is reduced due

to excess loss combined with detector dark counts). See
the supplemental material. Both values surpass the clas-
sical upper bound of 2, confirming the quantum nature
of the photon source as well as the memory.

Discussion and Conclusion – Our investigations have
resulted in an optical coherence time T2 up to 1.1 ms
and optical storage times up to 100 µs. However, they
also revealed a memory decay time of 13.1 µs – signif-
icantly smaller than the limit imposed by T2, and in
general a small recall efficiency. To increase the mem-
ory performance to a level that allows its use in a quan-
tum network, several improvements, most, if not all of
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which are of technical nature, are required. As we de-
scribe in more detail in the supplemental material, this
includes using a frequency-stabilized laser with narrower
linewidth [54, 55], a cryostat with reduced vibrations [56],
a more stable magnetic field as well as finding parame-
ters (propagation direction and polarization of the light
[57], and external magnetic field) under which spectral
diffusion due to ion-ion interactions [58] is reduced and
the 3H6 ↔ 3H4 transition becomes a so-called clock tran-
sition [36, 59–62]. Furthermore, to counter the effects of
limited optical depth, the light-atom interaction has to
be enhanced using an impedance-matched cavity [32, 63–
66]. This also removes the problem of re-absorption of
photons that are emitted in forward direction. Further-
more, we can improve the optical pumping by chang-
ing the currently sequential excitation of narrow spec-
tral intervals within the inhomogeneously broadened Tm
transition by complex hyperbolic secant pulses [21, 67].
This will lead to better confined teeth with a more squar-
ish spectral profile, and hence to a reduced background
within the troughs in between these teeth. At the same
time, it will also allow creating AFCs with higher finesse,
resulting in reduced decoherence during photon storage
[21, 43, 68].

Finally, note that despite the currently small multi-
plexing capability—in particular compared to the 1060
temporal modes in [69]—our demonstration shows the
advantage of using atomic ensembles over single ab-
sorbers where it is limited to one. Note as well that cou-

pling of a single spin, e.g. a diamond nitrogen-vacancy
center, to neighboring nuclear spins does not solve this is-
sue due to the limited number of interacting neighbors—
e.g. 27 in [70]—and the small coupling strength.

We anticipate that further improvements of our work
will lead to long-lived, efficient, and multi-mode optical
quantum memories that enable the efficient distribution
of entanglement across extended quantum networks.
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